
Hörmətli tələbələr düzgün cavab A varianrıdır 
 

1.Choose the missing preposition 

Is the coffee too hot  … you? 

a)for       b)by      c)about       d)at          e)in 

2.Choose the missing preposition 

A plane is flying  … the village. 

a) above          b)on          c)under         d)in front of             e)by 

 

3.Choose the missing prepositions 

They went … their honeymoon … Italy. 

a)on, to          b)in, at         c)of, in           d)up,            on e)with, for 

4. Match the verbs with the words 

1.  ---- a room                                a - go 

2.  ---- shopping                             b - book 

3.  ---- a drink                                 c - have 

4.  ---- the piano                             d - make 

5.  ---- a noise                                 e-  play 

a)1-b; 2-a; 3-c; 4-e; 5-d          b)1-a; 2-c; 3-d; 4-b; 5-e           c) 1-c; 2-e; 3-b; 4-d; 5-a 

d)1-e; 2-d; 3-a; 4-b; 5-c          e) 1-d; 2-b; 3-c; 4-a; 5-e 

 

5. Match the verbs and phrases 

1. ---- your bill                                a - get  

2. ---- to the top floor                      b - check 

3. ---- into bed                                 c - go 

4. ---- a single  room                       d - change  

5. ---- some money                          e - book 

a)1-b; 2-c; 3-a; 4-e; 5-d         b)1-a; 2-d; 3-c; 4-b; 5-e         c)1-d; 2-a; 3-e; 4-c; 5-b 

d)1-c; 2-b; 3-d; 4-a; 5-e         e) 1-d; 2-e; 3-b; 4-a; 5-c 

6. Match the verbs and phrases 

1.---- your hair                                  a - order 

2.---- some dollars                            b - have 

3.---- a wake-up call                         c - get 

4.---- room service                            d – dry 

5.---- an outside line                          e - exchange 

a)1- d; 2-e; 3-b; 4-a; 5-c            b)1-a; 2-d; 3-e; 4-b;5-c             c)1-e; 2-c; 3-d; 4-b; 5-b 

d)1-c; 2-a; 3-e; 4-d; 5-b             e)1-b; 2-d; 3-a; 4-c; 5-e 

 

7.Choose the right word to complete the sentence 

At  …. you can order room service. 

a)reception            b)reservation           c)bathroom           

d)chemist’s           e) department store 

 

8.Choose the right word to complete the sentence 

…. works in a beauty salon. 



a)a hairdresser  b) a waiter  c) a nurse  d)an actress   e)a builder 

9. Choose the right word to complete the sentence 

My brother can’t stand  …. music but I love it. 

a) classical    b)classic  c)classist  d)classics 

10.Choose the correct variant.  You have one …. on each side of your head. Without 

them your sunglasses would fall off. 

a) ear   b)nose  c)toe  d)tooth   e)hand 

11.Choose the correct variant 

Adults have 32 …. , babies don’t have any. 

a)teeth    b)legs     c)knees    d)toes    e)arms 

12.Choose the correct variant 

You use your …. for smelling flowers. 

a)nose    b)hair   c)finger   d)ear    e)eye 

13.Choose the correct variant 

A …. is a person who gets other people to do all the work. 

a)manager    b)dentist   c) pedestrian  d)painter  e) waiter 

14.Choose the correct variant 

 …. is the opposite of short. 

a)tall    b)little   c)thin  d)narrow   e)large 

15.Choose the correct question 

a)What kind of music do you listen to?   b)How often you go to concerts?                  

c)THE most popular singer in your country? d)Who does write your favourite song? 

e)When you like listening to music? 

16.Choose the correct question 

a) Would you like to learn Chinese?   b)Where does your parents live? 

c)What you are doing this evening?     d)Is these bags very heavy?e)What you usually 

do on Monday morning? 

17.Choose the correct variant 

1.“I’m thirsty. Shall we go …?”                                                      a-for a walk 

2.It was very hot, so we went … in the river.                                  b-on holiday 

3.I overslept this morning, so all I had … was a cup of tea.            c-for a swim 

4.The weather was terrible when we were … in London.               d-for breakfast 

5.I think I need a bit of exercise. Shall we go … to the park?         e-for a drink 

a)1-e; 2-c; 3-d; 4-b; 5-a   b)1-a; 2-e; 3-d; 4-c; 5-b 

c) 1-c; 2-b; 3-a; 4-e; 5-d   d)1-d; 2-a; 3-c; 4-e; 5-b  e)1-b; 2-d; 3-e; 4-a; 5-c 

18.Choose the incorrect sentence 

a)My mother uses butters to prepare cakes. 

b)My father drinks two big glasses of water every morning. 

c)The waiters in this restaurant are very professional. 

d)I’d like some juice, please. 

e)We need some glue to fix this vase. 

19.Choose the incorrect sentence 

a)This explanation is most interesting than the one we heard yesterday. 

b) The meat is as delicious as the chips. 

c)She was the most talkative girl in our form. 

d)The crash was one of the worst tragedies in aviation history. 



e)It was the most beautiful music I had ever heard. 

20.Choose the correct variant 

The furniture we bought recently is …. than the old one. 

a)more comfortable      b)most comfortable    c)a little comfortable 

d)the more comfortable     e)the most comfortable 

21.Choose the correct variant 

We turned to the left because the road was …. and …. than the other one. 

a)longer, more dangerous   b)longer, dangerous   c)more long, more dangerous 

d)more longer, the most dangerous     e)the longest, more dangerous 

22.Choose the correct variant 

This hotel is …. and …. than the others in the city. 

a)cheaper, more comfortable  b)cheaper, comfortable  c)more cheap, more comfortable 

d)cheap, comfortable   e)the cheapest, the most comfortable 

23.Make up a sentence  

1.problem          2.a         3.with        4.heating        5.the        6.there’s 

a)6,2,1,3,5,4          b)6,5,4,3,2,1        c)5,1,3,2,4,6         d)5,4,3,1,2,6          e)4,2,1,3,6,5 

24.Make up a sentence 

1.smoke      2.any    3.in    4.can’t     5.the      6.guest     7.rooms    8.you   9.of 

a)8,4,1,3,2,9,5,6,7         b)2,8,3,1,4,6,5,7,9c)5,6,7,8,1,4,3,2,9 

d)7,8,1,3,6,5,9,2,4e)8,1,5,6,7,9,3,2,4 

25.Choose the correct preposition 

Suddenly the hunter saw a wolf …. him …. the tree. 

a)in front of, under  b)into, under   c) - , behind  d)on , in  e)to, on 

26.Choose the correct preposition 

“Let’s go …. a walk …. dinner”, -offered his friend. 

a)for, after  b)to, at   c)for, in  d)to, before    e)into, after 

27.Choose the correct preposition 

She is rubbing the window …. a wet cloth but …. soap. 

a)with, without  b)of, of  c)with, to  d)for, without  e)to, with 

28.Choose the correct pronouns 

…. new trousers are very good.   …. suit me more nicely. 

a)my, they  b)mine, it  c)his, it  d)her, its  e)their, it 

29.Choose the correct pronouns 

They have …. methods of teaching and we have ….  . 

a)their, ours  b)theirs, ours  c)their, our  d)his, us  e)his, our 

30.Choose the correct pronouns 

…. must promise …. not to betray ….   . 

a)you, me, me  b)you, us, their  c)he, them, his  d)they, his, him   e)he, they, his 

31.Read the article. What is unusual about Okinawan people? 

The Okinawans live a very long time. They are hardly ever ill. Many people live to be 

100- more people than in other parts of the world. They eat vegetables, fruit, fish, soya 

and rice. They don’t eat much meat or fast food. 

a)They are hardly ever ill  b)The Okinawans eat much meat and fast food 

c)They don’t live a very long time  d)The Okinawans  eat vegetables, fruit, fish, soya 

and rice       e)They are always ill in Okinawa. 

32. Choose adverbs of frequency in the sentence 



Takanashi always walks three kilometers a day, and he sometimes rides a motorbike 

a) always, sometimes  b)usually, never  c)always, hardly ever  d)often, sometimes 

e)every day, often 

33.Choose the correct logical ending 

I’m always in a hurry and ….    . 

a) I don’t have time for breakfast at home   b) I cook dinner  

c) I don’t earn much money  d) I tell the time  e) I do more housework 

34.Choose the correct logical ending 

Thailand has a Water Festival (Songkran) every April to celebrate the New Year. …. 

a)People throw water at each other all day and also at night 

b)People throw oranges at each other 

c)During the festival people throw tomatoes at each other 

d)During the festival people make a big lunch 

e)People go for a walk 

35.Choose the correct logical ending 

My favourite day of the week is Thursday, because ….  . 

a) I don’t work on Friday 

b)I like playing computer games  c)My friend can’t speak English 

d)She can dance very well   e)I’m very busy on Saturday 

36.Choose the correct logical ending 

My favorite time of the day is the morning, because … 

a) I get up early and feel full of energy   b) I don’t see my daughters 

c) I’m very worried about my life  d) I travel 55 miles to work e) I live in an old house 

37.Choose the correct logical ending 

I can never find things I like, so ….   . 

a) I don’t like shopping   b) Computer games  are very interesting 

c) I love buying things for the house  d) I turn the radio off  e) I have a shower 

38. Choose the correct logical ending 

My favourite season is winter because ….   . 

a)in winter it’s a nice temperature and it’s when I feel comfortable 

b)it is very hot in winter  c)I always go to sleep in front of the TV d)I hate going to the 

supermarket    e)I like watching football 

39.Choose the correct logical ending 

I go to the bathroom and ….   . 

a)have a shower  b)get out of the bed c)read a book d)watch TV  e)go for walk 

40.Choose the correct logical ending 

My birthday is in winter and … 

a)it’s too cold to eat outside  b)I’m going to swim in the sea 

c)I’ll watch my favourite soap on TV  d)I’m going to work in the park 

e)I’m going to pay a fine 

41.Choose  the correct logical ending 

You can’t go skiing because ….    . 

a)there are no hills or mountains  b)there isn’t a big lake c)there  aren’t small rivers 

d)you don’t use headphones  e)you want to be a pianist 

42.Choose the sentence with the noun in the possessive case 

a)They listened to the birds’ songs  b)Helen’s got some problems 



c)Rocky’s extremely handsome   d)She’s walking towards 

e)Jack’s got a little wooden house 

43.Choose the sentence with the noun in the possessive case 

a)The brothers’ clothes were very much alike b)Nick’s given him all the money he has 

c)She’s a very active person  d)Our national army’s invincible e)Nick’s studying physics 

 

44.Choose the sentence with the noun in the possessive case 

a)America’s most famous actors and actresses live in Hollywood 

b)Jack’s fond of drinking tea c)He’s searched the river, there’s nothing there 

d)It’s true that Baku has a lot of places of interest  e)Luca’s a beard and long hair. He’s 

green eyes 

 

45 Choose the correct variant. 

That magazine was … than this one 

A)thinner    B) as thiN  C) more thinner  D) most thinner  E) much thinner 

46.Which word completes the sentence? 

You ____ very hungry! 

A) are  B) is  C) am   D) has    E) had 

 47. Choose the correct variant. 

Mike’s mother was not as…. as his father 

A)old  B) most older  C) old   D)more older  E) the most old 

48.choose the correct variant 

This street is… than ours. 

A) longer   B)  most Long  C) More longer D) as long  E) much longer 

49.What is the day after  Wednesday? 

A) Thursday  B) Tuesday  C) Friday  D) Saturday  E) Sunday 

50. What is the month after May? 

A) June   B) April    C) July   D) October   E) November 

51. What day comes after Friday? 

A) Saturday   B) Tuesday  C) Monday  D) Thursday   E) Sunday 

52. How many months are there  in a year? 

A) 12   B) 8  C) 10   D) 2  E)4 

53.September, October, __________ , December 

A) November   B) Aprel  C) August  D) February   E) January 

54. Select the adjective in the sentence. 

Miranda walked with her little sister. 

A) little   B) With  C) Sister   D) walked   E) Miranda 

55. Select the adjective in the sentence. 

Matthew came home from with a filthy uniform. 

A) filthy   B) soccer    C) uniform   D) came   E) Matthew 

56. Select the adjective in the sentence. 

Lala is a graceful dancer 

A) graceful     B) Lala   C) is   D) Dancer    E) graceful dancer 



57.Select the adjective in the sentence. 

Juan handled the breakable glasses very carefully 

A) breakable  B) glasses     C) very   D) carefully    E) handled 

58. Which adjective describes the noun” stories” the sentence below?                              

The old man told fascinating stories about the unique history of each wonderful treasure 

in his shop. 

A) fascinating   B) unique   C) old   D) wonderful   E) about 

59.Choose the  correct variant. 

All…… windows show the people inside. 

A) those   B) These   C) that  D) this    E)  Its 

60. Choose the correct variant. 

From…… stop I”m standing in ,I can not see the top of the building. 

A) this   B) these   C) that   D) those   E) them 

61. Choose the correct variant. 

He is ....  boy 

A) a silent   B) silent  C) the best silent  D) most silent   E0 much silent 

62. Choose the correct v ariant. 

A hill is ....than a mountain. 

A) Lower  B) most low  C) very low  D) more lower   E) much silent 

63. Choose the correct variant. 

The picture was .... than her friend’s 

A) Worse  B) bad  C) worst  D) the worst  E) Worsted 

64. Choose the correct variant. 

This question is ..... than that one. 

A )more important  B) most important   C) much important  D)  important                          

E)  the most  important 

65.Choose  the correct variant. 

Greetings usually used at ...... 

A) the beginning  of conversation    B) asking for assistance 

C) beginning  of  paragraph  D) Giving someone direction  to one place 

E) beginning  of  direction 

66. Choose the correct variant. 

These are examples of  greeting, except..... 

A) Come on, Follow  me  B) Good morning  C) how are you  D) Good Afternoon              

E) nice to meet you  

67. Choose the correct variant. 

The best responses of  Good morning! Is .... 

A)Good morring  too!   B) Hello      C)  How are you    D) See you   E) Good afternoon 

68. Choose the correct variant 

If someone greet you like this "Hello, how are you?", what the best answer that you use to 

response him? 

A)I am fine , thank you          B) see you                    C)Okey, good bye                                           

D)Good morring too!              E)  Good bye! 

68. Select the adjective in the sentences. 

The chubby baby clapped his hands excitedly. 

A)Chubby   B)Clapped  C)Excitedly   D)His   E) baby 



70. Match the word on the left with the words on the right. 

1.Food                   2. Drink           3. Vegetables     4. fruit 

a. hamburger   b. coffee    c. fruit juice   d.  roast chicken   e. apple    f. potato      g. cherry     

h.eggplant  

A) 1-a,d    2-b,c  3-f,h    4-e,g          B)  1-a,h   2-b,c   3-d,f   4- e.g 

C) 1-a,g   2-b,c   3-d,f   4- e.h          D) 1-a,h   2-d,c   3-b,f   4- e.g 

E) 1-a,h   2-b,c   3-e,g  4- d.f 

 

 

        

71.Match a sentence on the left with a sentence on the right. 

1. It’s eight o’clock              a. I’m going to turn it down 

2. We arrived at our station.            b.please turn your music down 

3.That funny programme is on soon.                 c.It’s time to get up 

4.The bus arrived.                             d. We got off the train 

5.I’m trying to work                          e. Put on your raincoat 

6.I can’t hear the news                                      f. We got on 

7. It’s raining today                                           g. Turn on the TV 

8. I don’t want to accept  that  job                          h. Turn the radio up 

A) 1-c, 2-d, 3-g, 4-f, 5-b, 6-h, 7- e, 8-a       B) 1-a, 2-d, 3-g, 4-f, 5-b, 6-h, 7- e, 8-c 

C) 1-d, 2-a, 3-g, 4-f, 5-b, 6-h, 7- e, 8-c        D) 1-a, 2-d, 3-f, 4-g, 5-b, 6-h, 7- e, 8-c 

E) 1-d, 2-c, 3-f, 4-g, 5-b, 6-h, 7- e, 8-a 

72.Select the adjective in the sentences. 

Juan handled the breakable glasses very carefully. 

A)Breakable   B)Glasses   C)Very   D)Carefully   E) handled 

29. Select the adjective in the sentences. 

Tanya is a graceful dancer. 

A)graceful   B)Dancer   C)is   D)Tanya  E) graceful dancer. 

73.Choose the correct variant. 

Kate ....... swim very well, she is a great swimmer. 

A)Can     B) can't   C)should    D) mustn't  E) must 

74. Choose the correct variant. 

 She ...... play the piano. She is a musician 

A)can   B)cannot   C) mustn't  D) can't   E) must 

74. Choose the correct variant. 

The doctor told him that he _ eat less. He’s too fat. 



A)should   B)can  C)cannot  D) shouldn't   E) may 

75. Choose the correct variant.  

You ......... spend too much time playing computer games. It's bad for your eyes. 

A)Cannot  B)Can   C)should  D)Must   E) may 

76. Choose the correct variant. 

....... you help me? This exercise is really hard. 

A)can   B)should   C)must  D) mustn't   E) may 

77. Choose the correct variant. 

You ..... smoke here. It's forbidden. 

A) mustn't  B)Must  C)Will  D) can't  E) may 

78. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Test. "I'm going to try ___ this new type of paint on my walls." 

A)out   B)in   C)on  D)by   E) with 

79. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Compare prices. "You should shop ___ online to get the best price." 

A) around   B) above  C)in   D)under  E) off 

80. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Lower volume. "The TV is too loud. Can you turn it ___ a little?" 

A)Down  B)up   C)off  D)on   E) around 

81. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Make sense. "I don't believe them. Their story doesn't add ___." 

A) up   B) in   C) on   D) out   E)  off 

82. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Eat in a restaurant. "I never cook on Saturday, we always eat ___ 

somewhere." 

A) out   B) to   C) on  D) in   E) off  

83. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Invite on a date. "She's waiting for him to ask her ___." 

A) out   B) on  C) in  D)of   E) above 

84 Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Stop working. "My car broke ___ again on the weekend." 

A) Down    B) on  C)off   D) in   E) over 

85. Choose the correct variant. 

Meaning: Recover. "I can't get ___ the cold I caught last week." 

A) over   B) on   C) under   D) in    E) of 

86. Choose the correct variant 

Meaning: Cancel. "Tomorrow's game has been called ___ because of bad 

weather." 

A) Off     B) Down    C) On   D) in    E) under 

87.Match the word on the left with the words on the right. 

1. Spring                              A. snow 

2. Autumn                            B. sun 

3. Summer                           C. rain 



4. Winter                              D. the trees are blooming  

A) 1-D, 2-C, 3- B, 4-A       B) 1-C, 2-D, 3- B, 4-A 

C) 1-D, 2-D, 3- B, 4-C       D) 1-A, 2-D, 3- B, 4-C 

E) 1-A, 2-D, 3- C, 4-B 

 

88.Choose the correct preposition. 

Where do they come … ? 

A)from           B)in               C)on                  D)at               E)under 

 

89. Choose the correct preposition. 

My flat is … the third floor. 

A)on         B)at           C)in            D)by             E)to 

 

90. Choose the correct preposition. 

You will find the poem … page 15. 

A)on         B)over        C)with          D)to          E)of 

 

91. Choose the correct preposition. 

There are books  …  the table. 

A)on        B)in          C)of           D)to          C)with 

 

92. Choose the correct preposition. 

The dog is … the tree. 

A)under        B)on          C)into             D)from             E)above 

 

93. Choose the correct preposition. 

The kittens were playing … the sunshine. 

A)in        B)on        C) at       D)to        E)with 

 

94. Choose the correct preposition. 

We are … the classroom. 

A)in       B)on       C)for        D)to          E)of 

 

95. Choose the correct preposition. 

There is a garden … the house. 

A)in front of      B)before       C)above         D)out of           E)in 

 

95. Choose the correct preposition. 

We stood … him. 

A)around          B)during         C)on         D)along           E)in 

 

 



96.Choose the correct preposition. 

The ball is … the sofa.  

A)under         B)in       C)to        D)from         E)into 

 

 

97. Choose the correct preposition. 

Ali has just returned …  London. 

A)from           B)at          C)on         D)of         E) – 

 

98. Choose the correct preposition. 

We walked … the town. 

A)around       B)above       C)by          D)of         E)to 

 

99. Choose the correct preposition. 

You will find the poem … page 15. 

A)on      B)at         C)of         D)with         E)among 

 

100.Choose the correct preposition. 

Many trees were planted … our school last year. 

A)in front of       B)in           C)during         D)along        E)of 

 

101. Choose the correct preposition. 

I like to spend my time in the garden … our house. 

A)behind       B)down        C)while         D)in          E)on 

 

102.Choose the correct pronoun. 

There isn't …  in the restaurant. 

A)anybody       B)somebody       C)any        D)some people          E)some 

 

103. Choose the correct pronoun. 

Have they got … brother? 

A)any          B)somebody        C)anything        D)some            E)anybody 

 

104. Choose the correct pronoun. 

I can hardly see … without my glasses 

A)anything         B)some         C)somebody           D)any           E)something 

 

105. Choose the correct pronoun. 

There are … students in the room. 

A)some           B)somebody          C)anybody         D)much           E)anything 

 

106. Choose the correct pronoun. 

Do you have … questions? 

A)any             B)some         C)anybody          D)anything          E)something 

 



107. Choose the correct pronoun. 

Did … see Afag yesterday? 

A)anybody      B)somebody        C)something           D)someone       E)anything 

 

108. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Pat's handwriting is … than Tom's. 

A)better      B)the better        C)best       D)a better      E)more better 

 

109. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Ali is … skater among the competitiors. 

A)the best        B)the better       C)good        D)better     E)worst 

 

110. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Hyde Park, … park in London, is a lovely place of Londoners. 

A)the largest       B)the larger       C)as large as      D)the more large        E)large 

 

111.Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Where is the … place in the world? 

A)hottest        B)hot       C)cold       D)colder       E)good 

 

112. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

My sister is …  than your sister. 

A)smaller    B)the smallest     C)small       D)smallest        E)the small 

 

113. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Oxford is one of … universities in Europe. 

A)the oldest        B)the eldest         C)elder      D)older       E)eldest 

 

114.Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Tom is as … as her brother. 

A)tall       B)tallest       C)taller       D)tall        E)the tallest 

 

115. Choose the correct degree of the adjective 

Clara's brother is… than my brother. 

A)older         B)a older      C)old        D)the older        E)the oldest 

 

116. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Aysel has answered the questions … than you did. 

A)worse       B)worst       C)well        D)good         E)most 

 

117. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Now there are … employers in our city than before. 

A)many      B)many more       C)most         D)much        E)the most 

 

 

118. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 



I buy bread at … shop. 

A)the nearest        B)nearest       C)nearer        D)near       E)next 

 

119. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

This tree is … tree in the garden. 

A)the highest         B)high        C)higher     D)the high        E)a high 

 

 

 

 

120. Choose the correct degree of the adjective. 

Which exercise is … for you? 

A)more difficult        B)difficult      C)most difficult     D)a difficult       E)the most difficult 

 

121.Choose the correct tense form. 

I shall stay here until you … back. 

A)come        B)came        C)will come      D)shall come       E)am coming 

 

122. Choose the correct tense form. 

The Earth … round the Sun. 

A)goes        B)is going         C)will go             D)went       E)go 

 

123. Choose the correct tense form. 

The Sun … in the East. 

A)always rises      B) always is rising       C)rises always         D)always rising       E)rise 

 

124. Choose the correct tense form. 

He always … to school in time. 

A)comes       B)come        C)came         D)to come      E)are coming 

 

125. Choose the correct tense form. 

In autumn leaves … yellow and brown in the forests. 

A)become       B)becomes     C)became       D)to become     E)have become 

 

126. Choose the correct tense form. 

Sarah always ... English songs at every party. 

A)sings         B)sing           C)singing          D)to sing         E)to sings 

 

127.Choose the correct tense form. 

They … football in the yard. 

A)play         B)plays          C)to play          D)is playing          E)to plays 

 

128. Choose the correct tense form. 

We   …  a book. 

A)read           B)to read          C)reads          D)is reading      E)to reads 



 

129. Choose the correct tense form. 

I … in Baku with my parents. 

A)live       B)to live         C)lives        D)to lives       E)Is living 

 

130.Choose the correct answer. 

Are Helen and Mike from Australia?No,........aren’t. 

A)they   B)we           C)you           D)he    E)she 

131.What is the plural form of ‘’one sandwich’’? 

A)two sandwiches    B)two sandwichs    C)two sandwich   D)two sandwich’s  

E)sandwich 

132.Choose the correct variant 

He is Chinese.He is from...... . 

A)China      B)china                c)Chinese         D)chinese 

133.Complete the lists with the correct word 

1.Saturday,Sunday,Monday,.......... 

A)Tuesday           B)Friday       C)Wednesday      D)Thursday  E) friday 

134.Choose the correct variant. 

She  is my   ........ wife. 

A)brother’s     B)brothers’           C)brothers’s       D)brother    E)brothers 

135.Choose the correct  job. 

I work for a newspaper.I am a ....... . 

A)journalist      B)student        C)lawyer      D)shop assistant   E)nurse 

136.Choose the correct degree of adjective. 

The elephant is......land animal in the world. 

A)the biggest    B)the most big     C)the bigger   D)biggest  E)more bigger 

137. Choose the correct degree of adjective. 

Tonight’s dinner is ......than last night’s. 

A)better         B)gooder     C)more better    D)more good    E)the best 

 



138.Choose the correct variant. 

British people…….tea with milk. 

A)drink       B)drinks      C)to drink        D)are drink  E)is drinking 

139.Choose the correct variant 

I…….. to classical music 

A)never listen      B)listen never       C)never to listen     D)don’t never listen  

E)never listen to 

140.WHAT time is it? 

02:45 

A)It’s quarter to three  B)It is two o’clock     C)It’s half past three    

D)It’s quarter past three  E) it is three o’clock 

141.Choose the correct preposition. 

I often play chess…….. the weekend. 

A)at           B)in      C)on     D)for     E)- 

142.Choose the correct answer. 

I …….up early  on Saturdays 

A)wake       B)start       C)go     D)have  E) do 

143.Complete the lists 

May,June,July……… 

A)August    B)February    C)October   D)November  E)December 

144. Choose the correct phrase 

A) a fantastic book        B) a car old      C)music British   D)a mobile cheap   

E) a man old 

145.Choose the correct variant 

A)Marcus and Carlos …….my brothers 

A)are     B)is    C)am   D)be    E)to be 

146.Find the opposite words 

High,dirty,expensive 



A)low,clean,cheap     B)slow,clear,rich    C)low,new,poor    D)slow,clean,cheap 

E)small,old,cheap 

147.Choose the correct variant. 

I …….play  football well, but I…….play ice-hockey very well. 

A)can’t,can      B)could/can     C)can/can      D)can’t/can’t     E)can/could 

148.WHAt time is it? 

It is five to nine. 

A)8:55     B)9:35     C)9:55     D)9:05   E)8:05 

149.Choose the correct preposition 

He plays football ……..Friday mornings 

A)on         B)in      C)at     D)of     E)for 

150.Match the words with their definitions 

1.century                                    A)Saturday and Sunday 

2.day                                            B)after 6 pm 

3.fortnight                                   C)100 years 

4.weekend                                   D)24 hours                            

5.evening                                      E)14 days 

A)1-C,2-D,3-E,4-A,5-B                              D)1-D,2-A,3-E,4-C,5-B 

B)1-C,2-D,3-A,4-E,5-B                               E)1-C,2-D,3-B,4-E,5-A 

C)1-C,2-A,3-D,4-B,5-E 

151.What do you say? 

1.You arrive at someone’s office at 9 am. 

2.You want to get off a bus but there are people in your way. 

3.Someone sneezes. 

A)1-Good morning. 2-Excuse me,please.3-Bless you! 

B)1-Good morning.2-Cheers,everybody.3-Excuse me,please 

C)1-Good evening.2-Thank you.3-Bless you 

D)Congratulations.2-Excuse me,please.3-Thank you 

E)1-Good morning.2-Excuse me ,please.3-Thank you 



 152.What do we call? 

1….. a person who cuts your hair                                

2…….a person who gives you lesson 

3…….a person who serves you in a restaurant   

4……..a person who designs bridges,roads                                            

 

A)1-a hairdresser,2-a teacher,3-a waiter,4-an engineer 

B)1-a hairdresser,2-a waiter,3-an engineer,4-a waiter 

C)1-a hairdresser,2-a teacher,3-an  engineer,4-a waiter 

D)1-an engineer,2-a teacher,3-a waiter,4-a hairdresser 

E)1-a hairdresser,2-a waiter,3-a teacher,4-an engineer 

 

 

 

 

153.Answer these questions about staying in a hotel 

1.What do you call a room for one person? 

2.What do you have to pay before you leave the hotel? 

3.What do you ask for if you want to wake up early in the morning? 

A)1-a single room,2-your bill,3-a morning call 

B)1-a double room,2-reservation,3-a morning call 

C)1-a single room,2-your bill,3- the country code 

D)a double room,2-your bill,3-a morning call 

E)a single room,2-booking,3-a morning call 

154.Complete the lists 

1.fifteen,twenty,twenty-five ……….         A)April 

2.spring,summer,autumn…..                     B)sixty 

3.January,February,March                         C)thirty 



4.fifty-seven,fifty- eight,fifty-nine…..       D)winter 

5.Sunday,Monday,Tuesday…..                   E)Wednesday 

A)1-C     2-D     3-A   4-B    5-E       B)1-C     2-D      3-A    4-E   5-B 

C)1-B     2-D      3-E   4-C    5-A       D)1-B     2-A      3-D   4-C   5-E 

E)1-C      2-D      3-E   4-B   5-A 

155.Complete the sentence with the correct word 

We….the dog for a walk twice a day. 

A)take          B)go        C)get         D) have      E)start 

156.Choose the correct variant. 

If you don’t buy……trousers,I’ll   buy….. 

A)these,them    B)these,it    C)this,them    D)these,they    E)those,they 

157.Find  the correct preposition. 

They often eat in a restaurant……Tuesdays. 

A)on       B)In        C)of       D)at       E)for 

158.Choose the correct answer 

What time…..you go to bed? 

A)do          B)does       C)is       D)have        E)has 

159.Choose the correct variant. 

…..house is smaller than….. 

A)Our/theirs       B)Ours/theirs     C)Ours/their     D)Our/their    E)Theirs/ours 

160.Choose the correct variant. 

This book  isn’t …….. .Is it……….? 

A)mine/yours          B)my/yours     C)my/your      D)mine/your    E)your/mine 

161.Find the correct answer 

They are not my …..books. 

A)children’s     B)childs      C)children’     D)children of    E)childrens’ 

162.Choose the correct variant. 

She likes going…….walks……summer. 



A)for/in      B)for/at        C)to/at     D)0n/at       E)for/on 

163.Choose the correct answer. 

A nurse looks …….people in hospital. 

A)after       B)for      C)at       D)helps        E)up 

164.Which type of shop would you go to buy ‘’bread and cakes’’ ? 

A) a baker’s          B) a butcher’s   C)a gift shop     D)a chemist’s      E) a book shop 

165.Choose the correct word to complete sentence. 

Please   could you……..me the bread. 

A)pass     B)carry      C) take     D)get      E) catch 

166.Match the words with their definitions. 

1.Path                                 A)the Alps and Himalayas are examples 

2.river                                 B)smaller than a road,not for cars 

3.cottage                            C)large area of water                                                    

4.mountain                        D) the Thames,the Amazon and the Nile are examples                                                       

5.lake                                   E)small house in the country 

A)1-B         2-D          3-E        4-A      5-C 

B)1-B,         2-C           3-E       4-A     5-D 

C)1-E           2-D          3-B       4-A     5-C 

D)1-E           2-C          3-B       4-A      5-D 

E)1-B           2-C          3- E       4- D    5-A 

167.Choose the correct variant. 

Our teacher gives……. a lot of homework 

A)us        B)her          C)his       D)our    E)they 

168.Find the correct answer. 

I am American……family is from Washington 

A)My        B)Your      C)Their    D)His        E)Her 

 

 



169.Fill the gap with the correct preposition. 

I had lunch with my aunt …… Saturday. 

A)on        B)in         C)at       D)for   E)of 

170.Fill the gap with the correct preposition. 

We had a lovely holiday……the summer last year. We went to France……..July 

A)in/in        B)in/on        C)at/in       D)on/on     E)on/in 

171.Choose the correct variant. 

My classmates …….for a picnic every month. 

A)go        B)goes      C)going      D)went     E)is going 

172.Choose the correct answer. 

I……….English,Russian ,but I………Chinese. 

A)speak/don’t  speak       B)speaks/speak    C)speaks/speaks   

D)speak/doesn’t speak      E)speaks/don’t speak. 

 

1. Choose the sentences with the correct form of the Possessive Case of Nouns. 

1. Sam’s and Joe’s coffee shop is going out of business. 

2. Last Friday’s meeting was extremely long and boring. 

3. My sister-in-laws’cooking is really quite amazing. 

4. The waitress’s apron was dirty. 

5. My painting is much better than Fuad’s. 

6. Mary put the papers on her boss’ desk. 

A) 2,4,5                     B) 2,3,6                        C) 1,4,6                         D) 3,4,5                    

E) 1,5,6 

 

173. Choose the sentences with the correct form of the Possessive Case of Nouns. 

1. It’s five o’clock, let’s have a dinner. 

2. The world’s oldest known living tree took root at the end of the last Ice Age. 

3. What’s the correct spelling of this word? 

4. The lawyer’ researches had been negative. 

5. After a moment’s silence he began to speak. 

6. A miles’ distance is not enough for running. 

A) 2,3,5                      B) 1,3,6                     C) 1,4,6                         D) 3,4,6                     

E) 1,5,6 

 

174. Choose the sentences with the correct form of the Possessive Case of Nouns. 

1. Ayshan’s fond of mathematics.                                   2. The boy’s answer was clear 

and cut. 



3. There’s mutual understanding between them.             4. Try not to hurt other people’s 

feelings. 

A) 2,4                      B) 1,3                     C) 1,4                         D) 3,4                     E) 1,2 

 

175. Choose the sentences with the correct form of the Possessive Case of Nouns. 

1. We see some polices’ cars over there.                  2. A week’s rest isn’t enough after 

hard work. 

3. That phone isn’t mine. It’s my friend’s.                4. What’s the matter with your father? 

A) 2,3                      B) 1,3                     C) 1,4                         D) 3,4                     E) 1,2 

 

176. Choose the sentences with the correct form of the Possessive Case of Nouns. 

A) The girl’s strange behavior made us feel sad.         B) Two week’s rest would be so 

good. 

C) They finally arrived after 2 mile’s journey.             D) He’s just sent the necessary 

documents. 

E) Will you attend tomorrows’ ceremony. 

 

177. Choose the correct variant. 

1. My sister’s daughter is my _____________.            2.My uncle’s son is my 

______________. 

A) 1-niece, 2-cousin                       B) 1-nephew, 2-niece                              C) 1-niece, 

2-aunt  

D) 1-cousin, 2-nephew                   E) 1-uncle, 2-aunt 

 

 

178. Which word doesn’t go with the others? 

A) grapes                    B) potato                  C) tomato                    D) onion                    

E) garlic 

 

179. Choose thecorrect variant. 

My mother’s and my father’s sisters are my ____________________. 

A) aunts                  B) uncles                  C) nieces                D) nephews             E) 

grandparents 

 

180. Which word doesn’t go with ‘‘an exam’’? 

A) apply                B) pass                  C) take                  D) take part in                 E) fail 

 

181. Which word doesn’t go with ‘‘money’’? 

A) serve                B)earn                  C) borrow                  D) lend                E) steal 

 

182. Choose the correct variant. 

When somebody passes the driving test, you should say______________. 

A) Congratulations         B) Bless you          C) Well done       D) Happy Birthday          E) 

Cheers 

 

183. Choose the correct variant. 



- Unfortunately, I can’t join you. Our class has a difficult exam tomorrow. 

- __________________. 

A) Good luck          B) Bless you          C) Well done        D) Happy Birthday               E) 

Cheers 

 

184.Fill the gaps with correct pronoun. 

She is a good painter. This painting is _____________. 

A) hers                       B) his                       C) its                      D) their                   E) her 

 

185. Fill the gaps with correct pronoun. 

Tahir is my friend. I gave _______________ my books. 

A) him                       B) his                       C) his                     D) their                   E) her 

 

186. Fill the gaps with correct  pronouns. 

When the little girl caught the cat, ____________ tail broke off in __________hand. 

A) its, her                  B) it’s, her        C) it, its       D) it’s, his             E) her, it 

 

187.. Choose the correct variant. 

______________ students’ performance made __________ feel happy. 

A) these, us               B) this, they              C) that, us                  D) this, we              E) 

these, they 

 

 

 

188.Choose the correct variant. 

Aysu’s father invited me and my friends to the party. 

A) he, us                  B) she, us                  C) they, them                D) he, him              E) 

he, it 

 

189.Choose the line of adverb. 

A) closely, nearly, quickly, slowly                             B) highly, lively, hardly, lately    

C) highly, nearly, lonely, silently                                D) lonely, lovely,friendly, manly                                 

E) hardly, highly, lonely, cowardly 

 

190. Choose the line of appearance adjectives. 

A) blonde, overweight, handsome                                 B) cruel, elderly, beautiful 

C) wise, clever, capable                                                 D) green, brave, young 

E) old, beautiful, smart 

 

191.Choose the line of plural nouns. 

A) men, feet, women, police                               B) progress, pages, days, man       

C) jeans, children, toy, sofas                               D) classes, woman, child, tooth 

E) women, child, goose, mice 

 

192. Choose the words dealing with professions. 



A) pilot, doctor, teacher, nurse       B) sing, read, doctor, teach      C) teach, song, pilot, 

airplane 

D) band, music, read, song             E) nurse, teach, children, men 

 

193. Choose the correct variant. 

My brother is never sad. He’s _______________ happy. 

A) always                 B) never                 C) rarely               D) hardly ever            E) 

sometimes 

 

194. Choose the correct variant. 

- Is she ___________ singer? 

- No, she sings ________. 

A) a good, badly       B) a bad, badly       C) capable, good     D) a perfect, well        E) 

well, good 

 

195. Choose the correct variant. 

It seems that Julia is _________ girl among her friends. 

A) the happiest           B) happy            C) happier             D) the most happiest            E) 

happiest 

 

196. Choose the correct musical instruments. 

1 violin          2 comb         3 soap          4 cello        5 towel             6 trumpet 

A) 1,4,6                B) 1,2,4                       C) 2,5,6                     D) 1,3,5                        E) 

4,5,6 

         

197. Choose the correct variant dealing with fruits. 

1 beans                      2 peas                  3 pear                  4 grapes                  5 

pineapple 

A) 3,4,5                 B) 2,4,5                  C) 1,3,4                 D) 2,3,5                   E)1,2,4 

 

198. Choose the correct variant. 

When it’s someone’s birthday you should say ____________ 

A) Happy Birthday                     B) Happy New Year           C) Merry Christmas     

D) Good luck                              E) Excuse me 

 

199. Choose the correct variant. 

When it’s New Year’s Day you should say ____________ 

A) Happy New Year              B) Happy Birthday        C) Marry Christmas 

D) Good luck                         E) Excuse me 

 

200. Choose the correct variant. 

When someone takes an exam you should say ____________ 

A) Good luck           B) Congratulations        C) Well done     D) Excuse me       E) 

Cheers 

 

 



201.Choose the correct variant. 

You want to go through a doorway. There are some people blocking it. You should 

say________ 

A) Excuse me            B) Thanks             C) Good luck             D) Cheers           E) Bless 

you 

 

202. Choose the correct variant. 

It’s 24th December. You meet a friend on the bus. You should say ________  

A) Merry Christmas           B) Thanks             C) Good luck             D) Cheers           E) 

Bless you 

 

203. Choose the correct variant. 

His grandfather has been ___________ for five years now. 

A) dead                        B) died               C) death                 D) marriage                  E) 

birth 

 

204.Choose the correct variant. 

Her grandmother ____________ last year. 

A) died                        B) death              C) dead                 D) birth                      E) 

marriage     

  

205. Choose the correct variant.   

Her _________ made his very sad. 

A) death                         B) died              C) dead              D) birth                E) marriage 

 

 

206. Choose the correct sentence. 

Please be _________ .The baby is sleeping. 

A) quiet                       B) quite              C) quick                 D) quickly                  E) slow 

 

207. Choose the correct variant. 

It’s _________ cold today. 

A) quite                 B) quiet              C) quick                D) quickly                 E) slow 

 

208. Match the verbs with the words. 

1._______ the sights in a city                   a. get 

2._______ a taxi                                        b. have 

3._______ breakfast                                  c. see 

A) 1-c, 2-a, 3-b        B) 1-a, 2-b, 3-c        C) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a        D) 1-a, 2-c, 3-b         E) 1-b, 

2-a, 3-c 

 

209. Match the verbs with the words. 

1.________ breakfast                              a. wake 

2.________ dress                                     b. have 

3.________ up                                          c. get 



A) 1-b, 2-c, 3-a       B) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a       C) 1-b, 2-a, 3-c      D) 1-a, 2-c, 3-b           E) 1-a, 

2-b, 3-c 

 

210. Choose the correct variant. 

Don’t stop, ________ talking, it’s very interesting. 

A) go on                 B) come on                  C) go off                       D) put on               E) 

put off 

 

211. Choose the correct variant. 

Vegetarians don’t eat ___________ . 

A)meat                          B) vegetable             C) fruit                 D) drink                        E) 

milk 

 

212. Choose the correct variant. 

  __________, as I said, I woke up very late today. 

A) anyway                      B) around                     C) else                  D) really              E) 

actually 

 

213.Choose the correct variant. 

Do you want to go to the party or not? 

 _____________. 

A) It’s up to you        B) What a pity            C) Well done      D) Congratulations       E) 

Hurry up 

 

 

 

214.Choose the correct variant. 

A person who plays the guitar in a band is called _________ 

A) musician             B) teacher                C) pilot                         D)doctor                     

E)nurse 

 

215.Choose the correct variant. 

A person who creates paintings or drawings as a profession or hobby is called 

______________ 

A) artist              B) teacher             C) singer         D) pilot            E) doctor 

  

 

 

216.Choose the correct variant.  

 

My brother ……… a TV in his room.  

a) Has b) is c) does d)did e)was 

217.Choose the correct variant.  

I ……. a bike. It ……… my father’s present for birthday.  

a) Have, is b) am, has c) has, is D)is,was E)were,was 



218.Choose the correct variant.  

My grandfather ……….. a very big garden.  

a) Has b) is c) have D)did E)do 

219.Choose the correct variant.  

Lionel Messi is the ……… football player in the world.  

a) Best b) worse c) better D)the better E) the worse 

220.Choose the correct variant.  

Today’s game was ……… than yesterday’s, but tomorrow’s one will be the …….. of all.  

a) Better,best     b) Better, good    c) Better, the goodest  

D)good,best      E)best,good 

221.Choose the correct variant.  

That was the ………. movie I have ever seen.  

a) Most interesting b) More interesting c) Interesting D)a more E)The most  

222.The Volga is ………. than the Dnieper, it is the ………. river in Europe.  

 a) Longer,longest   b) More longer, longest  C) More long, longer 

D)more,longer E)the longest,longer 

223. Choose the correct variant.  

The exam was ……… than we expected.  

a)  more difficult B)difficult c) the most difficult D)the difficult E)more difficulter  

224.Choose the correct degree of adjective.  

My room is ………… than my brother’s.  

a) bigger B)the biggest c) big D)more big E)most bigger  

225.Choose the line of words with the sound [au]  

a) House, cloud, noun B) About, town, horse C) Brown, how, old D)how,house,horse  

226.Choose the line of words with the sound [f]  

a) Elephant, dolphin, phone  b) Photo, alphabet, paper C)) Nephew, plate, potato 

D)phone ,plate,dolphin. E)plate,photo,elephant  

227. Choose the line of words without the sound [w]  

a) Who, wrong, whose  b) Wrap, whole,whale  c) Whose, wrote, once 

D)know ,wrong,when  

228.Choose the line of words with the sound [k]  

A) Cat, car, cow B)Knowledge, knife, knee B) Know, kid, king ) Cat, know,kind  

D)know,knowledge,cat E)knee,car,cart  

229. Choose the line of words with the sound [g]  

a) Gift ,grey,goat b) Gift, grey, large  c) Green, large, angel D)angel,grey,large  

230.Choose the correct variant.  

1. A university 4. A uncle  

2. An uniform 5. A unit  

3. An umbrella  

a) 1,3,5  b) 1,2,3 c) 2,3,4 D)2,4 E)1,3 

231.Choose the correct article.  

There’s ………… apple in the basket. It’s ……….. green apple.  



a) an, a b) an, a c) --, an D)__,__ E)a,__ 

232. Choose the correct variant.  

1. An eagle 4. An unit  

2. A aunt 5. A union  

3. A euro  

a) 1,3,5 b) 1,2,3 c) 2,3,4 d)1,4 e)2,4 

233.Choose the correct Demonstrative Pronoun.  

 

………… people over there are waiting for the bus.  

a) Those  b) this c) that D)these E) such 

234. Choose the correct Demonstrative Pronoun.  

 

………. bookcase over there is for your books.  

a) That b) These c) Those d)this e)so 

235. Choose the correct Demonstrative Pronoun.  

Look at ……………. children playing in the yard.  

a) Those b) this c) that d)so e)such  

236. Choose the correct Pronoun.  

………………. girls are my classmates. ………….are kind people.  

a) These, They B) Those, She c) This, They D)so,such E)this,they  

237.Choose the correct Pronoun.  

My mother is a doctor. ……….. loves ………. job.  

a) She, her b) She, hers c) He, his d)his,her e)her,she 

238. Choose the correct Pronoun.  

………. brother likes swimming but ……….brother doesn’t like swimming.  

a) My, her b) my, her c) my, hers d)hers,she e)my,he 

239.Choose the correct Pronoun.  

My brother is in the bathroom. ……….. is brushing ……….. teeth.  

a) He, his b) Her, his c) He, him d)she,her e)them,him 

240. Choose the correct Pronoun.  

Sometimes ………. go to restaurant with ……….. parents.  

a)we,our b) I, mine c) We, ours d)she,her e)he,his 

241. Choose the correct tense form.  

The postman ……….. the letters twice a week.  

a) delivers b) deliver c) will deliver d)delivered e) delivery  

242.Choose the correct variant.  

They ………. have an exam in French today.  

a) don’t b) don’t be c) shall not d)doesn’t  

243. Choose the correct variant.  

Every day my sister…………. in the stadium at 7 o’clock.  

a) runs b) Is running c) will run d)runned e)have run 

244.Choose the correct variant.  

----- What time is it?  



----- It’s a quarter past six.  

a) 6:15  b) 6:30  c) 5:45 d)8:30 e)7:00 

245. ----What time is it?  

----- It’s 8:10  

a) It’s ten minutes past eight. B) It’s ten minutes to eight. c) It’s eight o’clock.d)it’s seven 

o’clock E)it’s six o’clock  

 246. ----What time is it?  

----It’s half past seven .  

a) 7.30 b) 7.35C) 6.25 d)7:00 e)8:00 

247. Choose the correct variant.  

It’s ten minutes past six  

a) 6:10 b) 6:00 c) 6:15 D)6:30 E)7:00 

248.Choose the correct variant.  

The day between Sunday and Tuesday….  

a)Monday b) Wednesday c) Friday d)Saturday e) April  

249.Choose the correct variant.  

Friday is the …….. day of the week.  

a) Fifth b) sixth c) first d)second e)third  

250. Choose the correct variant.  

December is the ……………… month  of the year.  

a) Twelfth b) ninth c)third d)first e)second  

251. Choose the line of words with the sound [e]  

a) Pen, bed, ten b) Hen, red, clean c) Desk, egg, see d)egg,feel,mean e)meal,feet,meet  

252. Choose the correct variant.  

I like Saturdays ……………. I don’t work.  

a) Because  b) but  c) or d)and e)so 

253. Choose the correct variant.  

I like coffee …………… I don’t like tea.  

a)but b) or c) and d) as e)still 

254. Choose the correct variant.  

I have two sisters ……. a brother.  

a) And b) but c) because d)still e)until  

255. Choose the correct preposition.  

 

My friends often go to the beach ……. summer.  

a) In b) on c) at d)for e)of 

 

256. Choose the correct preposition.  

School usually starts …….. eight o’clock ……… the morning.  

a) At, in b) on, at c) at, on d)of e)for 

257. Choose the correct preposition.  

There is a big clock ……… the wall.  

a) On b) at c) in d)of E)for 

258. Choose the correct preposition.  



They return from school ……….. 2 o’clock ………. the afternoon.  

a) At, in B)On, in C) At, on D)of,on 

 

259. Choose the correct variant. 

The journey takes ____two hours. 

A)around B)else C)really D)actually E)anyway  

 260) Choose the correct variant 

It’s boring here.Let’s go somewhere _____ 

A)else.   B)around.   C)really D) anyway E)actually 

261) Choose the correct variant 

 A: I didn’t get that job. 

B:________ 

A) what a pity!  B)Look out.  C)well done. D)It’s up to you  

E) welcome  

262) Choose the correct variant 

________ ! The taxi’s here. 

A)hurry up B)welcome C)look out. D)be careful  

E)what a pity  

263. Choose the correct variant 

I passed my exam. 

A)Well done B)welcome C) what a pity D)be careful  

E)Hurry up 

264. Choose the correct variant 

_________! There’s a car coming. 

A)be careful B) well done. C)what a pity D)I agree 

E) I don’t agree  

265.It’s a______lovely photo! 

A)really.  B)Look out. C)hurry up.  D)what a pity  

E)welcome  

266. Choose the correct variant 



Do you want to go to the party or not? 

A)It’s up to you   B)welcomev C)hurry up  D)really E)I agree  

 

267. Choose the correct variant 

A:I’m taking my driving test. 

B:_________! 

A)Good luck    B)bless you C)be happy. D)well done  

E)see you  

268. Choose the correct variant 

When we leave someone we usually say _____ 

A)good bye  B)be happy.  C)see you D)please  E)good luck  

269. Choose the correct variant 

If you ask for something you usually say ______ 

A)please B)be happy C)see you D)good bye E) good luck  

270. Choose the correct variant 

When someone goes to bed,we usually say ____ 

A)good night. B) good luck. C)good bye D)be happy E)please  

271. Choose the correct variant 

My parents live _______the countryside . 

A)in.  B)on.  C)at.  D)of.  E)off 

272. Choose the correct variant 

He loves ________nature. 

A)______.   B)the.   C)in.  D)on.  E)at 

273.There’s a wonderful wildlife _______the north of the county  

A)in.  B)of.   C)on.   D)at.  E) off 

274. Choose the correct variant 

Today’s lesson was ______ than yesterday’s. 

A)better B)gooder. C)the best.  D)best. E)good  



275. Choose the correct variant 

My mother _______a very big kitchen. 

A)has. B)have got C)is. D)were. E)are 

276. Choose the correct variant 

 Is the tea too hot _____you? 

A)for.  B)in C)at D)about E)on  

277.Write the opposite adjective. 

1)Young    2)empty  

A)old,full.  B)tall,old.  C)full,good D)nice,good E)full,good  

278) Choose the correct variant 

 1.beautiful 2.expensive  

A)ugly,cheap   B)nice,good   C)cheap,full  D)good,ugly   E)nice,cheap  

279) Choose the correct variant 

My sister’s son is my _______ 

A)nephew B)aunt C)cousin D)relative E)uncle  

280)choose the correct sentence in the possessive case  

A)The world’s population is increasing very fast  

B)Jane’s made a few mistakes in her dictation  

C)The Jackson’s house was built last year  

D)Fred’s going to buy a new car soon  

E)They will return after a few day’s rest  

280.Choose the correct variant. 

1.an umbrella.       2.an user  

3.an umpire.         4.an uniform  

5.an university  

A)1,3.       B)2,4.     C)1,4   D)2,5    E) 3,5 

281. Choose the correct preposition. 

There is a garden … the house. 

A)in front of      B)before       C)above         D)out of           E)in 



 

282. Choose the correct variant.   

Her _________ made his very sad. 

A) death         B) died         C) dead        D) birth      E) marriage 

 

283. Choose the correct variant  

It’s ____ 

A)a nice fish.    B)a white geese. C)a big oxen. D)a long feet. E)a small mice 

284.choose the correct variant  

A)a useful article.    B)an English cars.  C) a untidy room  

D)interesting film.  E)an old men  

285.Choose the correct preposition  

I usually wake ______very early. 

A)up     B)for.    C)at.    D)on.   E) in 

286. Match the words with their definitions. 

1.Path                                 A)the Alps and Himalayas are examples 

2.river                                 B)smaller than a road,not for cars 

3.cottage                            C)large area of water                                                    

4.mountain                        D) the Thames,the Amazon and the Nile are examples                                                       

5.lake                                   E)small house in the country 

A)1-B         2-D          3-E        4-A      5-C 

B)1-B,         2-C           3-E       4-A     5-D 

C)1-E           2-D          3-B       4-A     5-C 

D)1-E           2-C          3-B       4-A      5-D 

E)1-B           2-C          3- E       4- D    5-A 

287. Choose the sentences with the correct form of the Possessive Case of Nouns. 

A) The girl’s strange behavior made us feel sad.         B) Two week’s rest would be so 

good. 

C) They finally arrived after 2 mile’s journey.             D) He’s just sent the necessary 

documents. 

E) Will you attend tomorrows’ ceremony. 

 



288.Choose the correct variant  

I go home _______bus. 

A)by  B)on C)in. D)at. E)for 

289.choose the correct variant  

What do you usually do ______the weekend?                                                               

A)At   B)on c)in.  D)up. E)for 

290. Choose the correct variant 

He doesn’t see his family ______the evening. 

A)in B) up. C)to.  D)on.  E) for 

291. Choose the correct variant 

 ________do you live? 

A)where.  B)who.   C)what.  D) which.  E)when  

292. Choose the correct variant 

_________is your favourite relative? 

A)who.   B)what. C)which. D)when. E) how  

293. Choose the correct variant 

look _____ the board. 

A)at.  B)in. C)on.  D)of. E) for 

293. Choose the correct variant 

I work_______IBM. 

A)for.  B) at. C)in. D)of. E) on 

294.choose the correct variant. 

_______the piano  

A)play  B)read. C)speak D)sing. E) write  

294. Choose the correct variant 
 _______ sort of music do you like? 
A) What            B) Whom           C) Which            D) When                  E) How 
 

295. Choose the correct variant 
 ____________ books do you like to read? 
A) What            B) Whom            C) Which            D) When                  E) How 



 
296. Choose the correct variant 
____________ river is longer- The Thames or the Nile? 
A) Which            B) Whom           C) What            D) When                  E) How 
 
 
297. Choose the correct variant 
____________ is larger: The Atlantic or the Pacific? 
A) Which            B) Whom           C) What            D) When                  E) How 
 

298. Choose the correct variant 

 My drawing is ......., but yours is ........ than mine. 

a) nice, nicer  d)nice more nice 

b) more nicer, nice e) nicest, more nice 

c) most nice, nicest 

298) Choose the correct variant 

My exam results are ......... than yours, but my brother’s are the ........ of all. 
a) better,the best   B)best,better C)good,better. D)the best,good. E)good,best  

299) Choose the correct variant  

Nice ________meet you. 

A)to.  B)of. C)in. D) on E)for  

300. Choose the correct variant 

what is bonjour ______English? 

A)iin B)at. C)for. D) to E) off 


